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(081)  670 3667 .  The Curator is Gerald Wells, whom
visitors should telephone before visiting the museum.
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Correspondence for the Society’5 Bulletin should be addressed to The Editor, Robert Homes, 63 Manor Road, Tottenham
London, N17 OIH. Telephone: (081) 808 2838.

Meetings

The next meetings of the Society are
in March. They are open only to fully
paid-up members and entry tickets
mus t  be  obtained in  advance.

The  first is  the  major Auction (with
mini swapmeet for books,  magazines,
valves and small parts etc. only)  on
the 7th. which is being organised by
Robert Hawes (tel: 081  808 2838).
We are very grateful to the members
who  run  the  auc t ion ,  Terry Ransom
and  Ron Deeprose  (who can be
contacted on 0424 428428 regarding
the registration of Lots). Their efforts
have pleased both buyers and sellers
and the resultant commissions have
helped the Society to provide extra
services while avoiding an increase in
subscr ip t ions .

The second meeting is the new
Swapmeet at Alexandra Hall, St.
Augustlns Gate, Hedon,  Hull on the
215t.  The organiser is Ernie Roberts
(who  can be  contacted on  0482
898615).  Your help and support to
get th i s  new meet ing off to  a good
start will be very welcome.

We are grateful to Alex Woolliams
who  recent ly  ran another  mos t
successful meeting at Portishead.
Suppor t  for th i s  event i s  growing
rapidly  and each meeting has more
stalls  offering much des irable
apparatus as well as difficult-to-find
“spares” at low price, as well as
attracting large numbers of members.
The next Portishead meeting is on 9th
May.

Subscriptions
Members  are  reminded  that  the
annual subscript ion became due  on
l s t  January. This current Bulletin is
the  last of the entit lement for those
paid up  to December 1992.  Members
who are  in doubt  about their status
should contact the Treasurer, Alan P.
Carter at Lime Tree Cottage, Loxhill,
Hascombe, Godalming, Surrey GU8
4BQ. (Tel: 048632 535). It will help
him at a very busy time it members
will be  sure  to  enclose  completed
renewal forms when renewing. Oddly

enough, it is not only late applicants
or those who forget to enclose forms
who give Alan extra work: some
members actually pay twice due to
confusion !

Not so  Tasty

Several members have written, mostly
in jokey  s ty le ,  regarding the  ar t ic le
“Tasteful Measurements” in our  last
bulletin, but expressing alarm at the
idea of measuring even three or four
volts by electrodes on the tongue.

Jim Henderson writes: probably many
of us remember that as youngsters we
checked torch batteries with the tip of
the tongue (as did the Editor’s father
as an apprentice te lephone engineer,
who was given no meter yet had to
deal with somewhat higher voltages).
Jim does however add “This was
qu i t e  safe a s  i t  invo lved  a known
maximum value of a few volts at zero
above ear th .  But deal ing  wi th
wireless-sets, battery or mains, is a
very different matter and downright
dangerous. The thought of connecting
probes to  the  tongue  scares me  no
end. Old hands will be aware of the
danger  bu t  I ha t e  to  th ink  o f  the
consequences of a novice
experimenting”.

Another correspondent, Jeffrey Borin,
comments:  “For a really  tasteful
measurement I hope nobody finds the
HT by mistake ! Even 12 volts on the
tongue is unpleasant. The method of
finding an  unknown voltage by
inserting an equal and opposite
voltage in series has a long pedigree
going back almost  to the  dawn of
electrical measurement. Any indicator
can be used to sense the null since it
imposes no load on the circuit when
no  current flows. A common
technique was to use  a calibrated
voltage divider (potentiometer) to
match the unknown voltage to  a
s tandard ce l l .  This  was the  most
accurate form of voltmeter available
until modern digital  instruments
consigned potentiometers, Post Office
boxes etc. into history”.

Alan Douglas sends  a cut t ing of a

Paper on  “Rad io  Taste Reception”,
presented to the  New York Institute of
Radio Engineers in 1920 by two RCA
engineers .  It de ta i l s  exper iments  in
reception of Morse signals using low-
vol tage  e lec t rodes  on  the  t ongue
following a suggestion that it might be
useful for recept ion in noisy places.
The  conclus ion  was tha t  such  a
system would give a reading speed of
less  than  10  words per minute  and
had unpleasant side-effects including
serious visual disturbances.

Although our article mostly provoked
amusement and brought only a
handful of criticisms, these,  we agree,
should be  taken seriously. Perhaps the
novice experimenter and the  younger
generation who have been brought up
on  low-voltage transistor radios ,  may
not be sufficiently aware of the risks
involved in dealing with vintage
equ ipment ,  so  they  should be  du ly
warned of the  danger  in not  taking
prOper precaut ions.  Experienced
peop le  will be  more  aware  of the
inherent dangers but here, familiarity
breeds  contempt ,  so  they  mus t
constant ly  remind themse lves  tha t
their hobby could be  lethal.

We wish to  add our emphasis  to  the
warning sounded by  correspondents
that proper safety precautions should
be observed by anyone working with
any kind of electrical apparatus. This
applies particularly to mains powered
items but also to  battery equipment —
which  is somehow looked  upon  as
less  hazardous .  (Even Baird a lmos t
killed himself when he strung together
dry ce l l s  for his t e lev i sor
experiments). The thought that
anybody in their right mind would test
anything by putting electrodes in the
mouth  i s  sheer  t i r edness  bu t ,
unfortunately not unimaginable.  The
article “Tasteful Measurements” was
meant as a bit of fun and described
an idea which was not in itself at all
dangerous but has  for some readers
left a bad taste. Perhaps we should
label all our  old apparatus wi th  the
Warning: “Vintage Wireless  Can
Killl”.

Continued over page >
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In passing

> Continued from page 67

Saleroom N ewe

While interesting apparatus appears
to be drying up in the traditional
hunting-grounds of street markets and
junk shops, important items continue
to appear at London auctions. Choice
things seem not to be “coming out of
the woodwork" any more, so that, in
general, the already-discovered pool
of items tends to circulate between
collectors. There are exceptions of
course, but when old houses are
cleared out ,  wireless i tems are now
recognised as valuable “antiques”
instead of being consigned to junk-
dealers as in the past.
A number of interesting items,
including television rarities, are being
offered at the next Phillips sale at 10
Salem Road, Bayswater, London W2
4DL, where the contact is BVWS
member Tony Jones (071 229 9090).
The rarest item being offered is a
“brand new” Marconi Multiple Tuner
which Tony received still sealed in its
original oak crate. Opening it was the
wireless-enthusiast’s equivalent of
breaking the seals on the tomb of
Tutankhamun.
Among other items in the  sale, in
among more modern sets and
gramophones, are a number of rare
television receivers including an HMV
900 and a Marconi 707 of which only
eight were made. The sale is on 11th
May at 12  noon ,  with viewing on
several preceding days.
Museum News
Easter sees the re-ope ing of the
Wireless Museum in Puc pool Park,
Seaview, Isle of Wight, where there
will be a special exhibition on 2'4th
April to celebrate ,the birthday of
Marconi, who built a transmitter at
Alum Bay in 1897.
There will be working exhibits,
including crystal and early valve sets
as well as a short-wave station.
Entrance will be free and details can
be obtained from the Hon. Curator,
Douglas Byrne G3KPO on Ryde
(0983) 67665 or 616503.
The Amberley Chalk Pits. Museum are
holding their annual wireless day on
12th September, which will include a
vintage equipment display. Details can
be obtained from David Rudram at the
Museum, which is situated at Houghton
Bridge, Amberley, West Sussex BN18
9LT (Please enclose an SAE).
Museum help
The little wireless museum at
Southend-on-uSea, Essex, is looking
for a volunteer to act as technical
lihrarian to classify some of their

books. Anyone interested should
contact David Mitchell at Central
Museum, Victoria Avenue, Southend.
$82 6EW.

Correction

The letter on page 65 of our last issue
attributed to Dave Adams (our
Information Officer) was actually
from Bruce Adams of Halesowen.
Apologies to both gentlemen.

Back numbers
There is a wealth of interesting
material in the 70  BVWS Bulletins
published over 17 years, ranging from
research into vintage receivers,
historical articles, tips on repair and
restoration to workshop projects,
book reviews, museum features-and
articles on early television.
Many of the earlier Bulletins are still
available, some as originals and
others as photocopies, at £3 each
from the Editor, Robert Hawes, 63
Manor Road,  Tottenham, London,
N17 OJH, but two weeks should be
allowed for delivery. Please telephone
regarding availability.
A list of the main articles published in
particular issues from Volume 1 no.1.
can be obtained on sending a large
SAE plus 2 x 24p stamps to Pat
Leggatt, Garretts Farm, Pankridge
Street, Crondall, Farnham, Surrey
GU10 5QN. Pat, who has compiled
the new list, is also able to supply a
comprehensive Bulletin Index, for
which a large SAE and 2 cheque
(payable to the BVWS) should be
sent. Overseas readers should add
50% to these charges.

Statistics

As well as making regular
contributions to the Bulletin and
helping with research and editing, Pat
Leggatt — former chairman of the
Society - continues to carry on the
tedious and exacting task of keeping
our membership records and he has
provided some interesting new
statistics on  the geographical
distribution of members.
It seems that almost 83 per cent of
our members are resident in England,
wtth Scotland, Wales and Northern.
Ireland accounting for another 4 .4
per cent. The remainder are mainly in
Europe, although we have a good
representation in the USA, Canada ,
Australia and New Zealand - and
several members in places as far away
as Japan.
Of the UK members, the largest group
is London-based and the next largest
groups are in Kent, Surrey, Herts,

Hants, Middlesex, Midlands, Essex,
Sussex and Yorkshire. The least well
represented countries are Merseyside
and Durham.
We are heading towards the thousand
mark and in 1992 we gained a 4 per
cent increase.

John Brown
We are saddened to hear of the death
of Major John Brown, an honorary
member of the British Vintage
Wireless Society, who died aged 75
on 11th January.

John will be especially remembered
by members for his talk on his secret
wartime activities, given at London's
Science Museum,  which was the
highlight of our 1984  International
Event, but many of us made friends
with this gentle, entertaining
knowledgable and helpful man at our
meetings, which he attended with his
charming wife Irene.
John  was associated with various
electronics and communications
organisations throughout his life and
also had an interest in medical
electronics, having worked on the first
artificial heart-and-lung machines,
and on talking books for blind
people.
But what was perhaps his most
important work - in the war -
remained an official secret for many
years. As an officer of the Royal
Corps on Signals, he worked for the
“Special . Operations Executive,
designing clandestine equipment for
communications-in Eurone. At first,
equipment was bulky and battery-
hungry (John designed a “beach
chair.” pedal-generator for it) and a
small lightweight transmitter-receiver
became essential. In an all-night
drawing-board session John produced
his “Miniature Communications
Receiver 1" which was rushed into
production at the rate of 500 units a
week. Packed in a small biscuit-tin, to
disguise it, the receiver was dropped
by parachute to resistance workers
who needed it to receive BBC
broadcasts and, most importantly, to
receive the call to action on D-Day.
The little sets were instrumental in
saving many allied lives.

John was a valuable source of advice
and information to the Editor and we
shall miss his cheery prescence at
meetings. He will be missed too, by
his many friends among radio-
amateurs.

He leaves his wife Irene, a son and a
daughter and five grandchildren. We
offer them our condolences.
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Manufacturing history

Melody
Makers
and Music Magnets

by Geoffrey Dixon-Nutta—ll
(who a l so  d id  the drawings)

1928  Melody Maker

The first Cossor kit set came out in
1927 ,  and was a very simple two-
valver .  It must have attracted
suff ic ient  interest ,  however,  to
make them realise that there was a
demand,  and in  1928  the first of
the Melody Makers” appeared,
price £7 15s .

It had to  be  simple,  as most of the
people who put it together had no
idea how it worked. Cossor chose a
three  va lver  of the  usua l  R.FDet/
Output type, with a screen grid, and
triode output. This basic circuit
remained until the end.  The cabinet
was all-metal, and wave bands were
changed by plugging in coi l s .  Even
the  wooden baseboard was drilled.
The “Wireless World” pointed out that
they had forgotten to  connect  the
metal  cabinet  to  anything,  causing
instability. To push sa les  it was
offered in a a choice of ten colours by
the spring of ‘29.

1929  Melody Maker

Although the  design was so s imple ,  it
must have been too much for some of
the  customers,  and the  1929-30
model  was in effect pro-fabricated.
The R.F. stage was pre-wired a far as
the detector, and all the buyer had to
do  was to  connect  up  the  detector
and output components. The cabinet
was  s t i l l  a l l -meta l ,  but  had  an
escutcheon from their two-valver,
which have it a somewhat American
look. The tuned circuits were ganged.

The Cossor
“Melody Makers”and
“Music Magnets”

1928  BK 229R.F.,Det.,O/P WW 1929
p.92 .
1929  BK4 “Pre-fab" (WW pp.322), 404.
£8455; MK 530 A.C. £15.
1930  BK 531  “Empire" (WW p.329)
£6-17.6d; No A.C. set.
1931 234 battery; 235 A.C. £9-19-6.
1932  333, 334, 335 battery (335 with
M].  speaker) .  334 £6 .76 ;  336 ,  337 ,  338

AC.  (337  with MJ. speaker) 336

£7- l7 -6;  (Variable-mu valves).
1933  340, 341, 342 (341 with pentode,
342 with MJ. speaker); 344 with Class
“B”: 347 A.C. (Moving coil speaker).
1934 352 £5-19. (WW p.163); 357 A.C.
£7-19 .
1935-6 362 Battery £5-19; 361 A.C.
£7-l9.
1938 393, 388 (not kits).

Unfortunately there seems  to  have
been something wrong with this set:
probably it was the price, which was
£8-155,  or £15  for the A.C. version,
which had a sealed and pre-fabricated
mains unit. Anyway it can't have sold
well, because there seem to be very
few left.

“Empire” Melody Maker

Whatever the reason next year's
model  reverted to the “dlscrete”
design, with separate tuning.

This was the well-known “Empire”
mode l ,  with the  wooden ends  and
top. (All the. early “Melody Maker”
cabinets except the 1929-30 model
were designed to pack flat).The
circuit was the same as usual, but
band-changing was done by switches
on top of the coils, which meant that
you still had to open the lid.
This model was a great success, and
was kept on for 1931, in-a modified
form, being joined by a mains version
£9-19-6d.
The mains  set had  fuses in both
anodes of the  rectifier, just in case!
Also the H.T. was quite low, so as not
to kill too many constructors.

Surprisingly, there was no mains
switch.

The 1931 version took advantage of
the metallising on the screen grid to
do  without the  metal  screen which
had separated the RF. stage. For the
first t ime,  a steel  chass is  was
used.The coils now had the switches
in their bases ,  and these  were
operated by a sliding rod. This design
made the set easier to assemble and
operate.

f
h '1“ 4y  3 : .  .

342 Melody Maker

The 1933  model was similar, but very
cleverly thought out, with all the small
components on a tagboard under the
chassis with terminals which came out
near to the apprOpriate component,
so making the wiring short and
s imple .  Even so  it i s  poss ib le  that
some of the customers blew
themselves up!

(352 Melody Maker

These  sets were also avai lable with
built-in Speakers, When they no longer
looked like kit sets. The cabinets were
very professional, and arrived
finished. In fact sales must have tailed
off from then on ,  because it was
getting less economical to build yOUr
own radio.  The Melody Maker kits

Continued over >
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The 235 circuit. Note the complicated coil switching, and the lack ‘of decoupling on the detector
anode and the output cathode. The grid stopper seems to he very high! There. is no mains switch. The,
HT. is about 170 volts.

>Continued from previous page

were still marketed in 1935-6,  at
£5-19s. for the battery model, and
£74195. for mains. They now had
single dial tuning, but for less than a
pound more you could buy a ready-
made set!

The “Melody Maker” name dragged
on until the War, but after 1936 it was
no longer a kit, but just the cheapest
model in the range.

362 Melody Maker

The name was reviVed after the War,
and used for several boring superhets,
but this was to appeal to those who
had memories of screwing together
the original models some of which
were in use until recently.

The “Empire" is the one you are most
likely to meet. Standards of
construction vary but they nearly
always work! The main problem, as
with all sets- which are screwed
together rather than soldered, is that
of high resistance joints.

‘ u
. ' ' "

1928-1929/(1930 model similar,
but with knobs on the ends) "

The Music Magnet Although these sets were obviously
The first of the Osram “Music intended to compete with the Cossor

,, , ts they were of a higher standard
Magnets appeared In 1928. It was a se . .
simple three valver, very similar to the and correspondingly priced.
“Melody Maker” but with ganged
tuning, which gave it a big advantage.
The cabinet was very similar in
construction, mixed metal and wood,
and packing flat. The next year's
model was very similar, but slightly
tidied up, and sold for £9.

A totally new and very advanced
design came out in 1930. This had
two R.F. stages, still with ganged
tuning. Each stage was in it's own
screening can, which helped to keep
the cost was wired-stable no matter
how untidily it was wired. This design
was modified for 1931, with pick-up

1931 Music Magnet

terminals and a better, all wood
cabinet. A mains unit. was issued for
this and the previous version.

Kit £7-l6s plus £2-19s for the valves.
Mains version £23-l7—6 plus valves
£3-l7-6. Mains unit and conversion
parts £l -1-6) .  At the 1931 Show this
set was featured, but had now
changed its name to the “Osram
Four”. The last of the line was the
1.3J set, which was again totally
different, with a bakelite cabinet. and
a built-in moving-iron speaker. Just to
confuse, this was called the “Osram
Thirty-three Music Magne ." it was for
battery operation only, cost nine
guineas, and came with its valve
panel pre-wired.
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Microphone history

The BBC
Microphones:
Thirty Years
of  Evolution

Many kinds of microphones have
been  used by the BBC in  its 70
years of history and here, Pat
Leggatt traces their development.

The First Microphones
The first really striking British
broadcast took place on June 15th
1920  when Dame Nellie Melba gave a
song  recital from the  Marconi
Company's experimental station
MZX at the Chelmsford works: this of
course  pre-dated the  more famous
2MT s ta t ion  at  Wri t t l e .  Me lba ' s
microphone was a GEC-Peel-Conner
so l id  back carbon granule type,
similar to that in a telephone handset,
with the  addit ion of a short horn
hastily knocked-up by Captain Round
home-made with wood from a cigar
box.

The Peel-Conner was also used at
Writtle and at many of the early
stations of the BBC in 1922. This
microphone was very noisy,
insensitive, markedly non-linear, and
with a pronounced resonance at
lkHz. It was just acceptable for
speech,  but not really good enough
for music.

Western Electric double-button
microphone.
Considerably better quality could be
had from the American Western
Electric type 373 ,  in which two
carbon granule buttons were mounted
one each side of a stretched steel
diaphragm. The buttons were
connec ted  to  work in push-pull,
cancelling most of the non-linear
distortion but still noisy and with
undesirable diaphragm resonances .
This type was used at the
Birmingham SIT station from 1922,
and later at Cardiff and Manchester
for a time in 1923.

Metrovick experiments in
Manchester

Metropolitan-Vickers, original operators
of the  Manchester station ZZY, were
very concerned at the poor quality of
avai lable microphones  and carried
out experiments on potentially better
designs. They rightly blamed
diaphragm resonances as a major
cause of unsatisfactory performance,

and they followed up ideas for a
microphone without a diaphragm.
First they tried manometric flame
devices wherein an acetylene gas
flame was deflected by incident sound
pressure waves. Either the modu-
lated light from the  flame  was
converted into electrical output by a
selenium cell;  or  two platinum
electrodes inserted into the flame
provided a variable resistance
conductive path via the ionised gas in
the  varying flame .  These attempts
did indeed offer a resonance-free
output, but room draughts produced
very high background noise .  Anti-
draught shields around the flame
brought new resonance problems and
these experiments were abandoned.

Metrovick’s next venture was to use a
‘Photophone’. Light from an arc was
beamed onto a selenium cell through
two parallel arrays of slots. One slot
array was fixed to a diaphragm and
incident sound vibrated the array,
altering the alignment of slots and
allowing more or less light through to
the photocell .  The instrument was
delicate and vulnerable to any external
vibration, but it was actually used on-
air from ZZY for a short time in 1922.
The final experiment used an Amplion
horn loudspeaker drive unit with the
diaphragm immersed in oil  to  damp
out resonances. Results were modestly

‘ encouraging and this microphone too
was used for a time in 1922.

Round-Sykes Moving Iron
Microphone

Thls  was deve loped in early 1923
Captain Round of the Marconi
Company from an earlier conceptof
A.S. Sykes. It was not the Marconi-
Sykes Magnetophone which i s
described below.

The instrument consisted of a large
cylindrical electro-magnet with a steel
diaphragm suspended in the magnetic
flux path. The diaphragm was highly
resonant and  there were four large
knurled tens ioning screws for
adjustment of the  resonant
frequency. This design was not a
success; but an assembly of four of
the  units, each tuned  to  a different
frequency, gave tolerable coverage of
the audio band and was used briefly
at the Marconi House 2L0 station in
1922.

Marconi-Sykes Magnetophone
This was a moving coi l  dev i ce  and
was a considerable step forward. It
too was developed by Round (later in
1923) ,  but should  not  be  confused
with the moving iron microphone
mentioned above:  nor should  the
‘Magnetophone’ be confused with the
German World War l l  magnetic tape
recorder the ‘Magnetophon’.

Continued on  page 72 >
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> Cont inued  from page 71

The main body of the Magnetophone
was a large cylindrical electro-magnet
consuming 4 amps at 8 volts: there
were no  adequate permanent
magnets in those days. A light
aluminium moving  coi l  with paper
backing support was attached to the
magnet pole pieces by means of
cotton wool  pads smeared with
vasel ine .  Mechanical  resonances
were thus reasonably damped and
further frequency corrections were
appl ied in the  associated amplifier.
The whole device was suspended in a
sorbo rubber cradle and was usually
enclosed in a perforated metal ‘meat
safe’ protective housing. A striking
feature of the original 1923 system
was an enormous amplifier measuring
no less than 7ft x 4ft x 2ft, the
dimensions being largely dictated by
comprehensive  electrical  shie lding
and by elaborate precautions against
microphony: valves in those  days
would ring like a bell if you so much
as looked at them!

Although rather insensitive,
performance of the Magnetophone
was much better than anything seen
hitherto, with very satisfactory
linearity and noise characteristics,
and a reasonably flat frequency
response  apart from a noticeable
resonance peak at 180Hz. By 1924
the Magnetophone was in use in all
BBC studios ,  with a re-designed
smaller amplifier. Rubber solution
took  over  from vasel ine for co i l
attachment, much to the relief of
studio staff who had often had to re-
attach a coil when vaseline melted in
a warm studio.

Marconi-Reisz Carbon Microphone
At the  end  of 1925  the  Marconi
Company  produced a tranSverse-
current carbon microphone based on
a German design by Reisz. In a
ho l lowed  out  marble b lock ,  f ine
carbon dust Was held between out-put
electrodes and fronted by a mica
diaphragm. SenSitivity was good and
no i se  performance acceptable; but
there was a pronounced resonance at
5kHz,  subsequently cured by sub-
stitution of a rice-paper diaphragm.
There was marked non-linear distor-
t ion (blasting) at high sound levels
which necessitated careful plac-ing of
the microphone relative to the artists;
and another defect was a tendency of
the carbon granules to ‘pack’, for
which the cure was up-ending and
gentle beating with the fist.

Despite some shortcomings, this
microphone gave good performance
overall and was much smaller and

more portable than the  Magneto-
phone. By 1927 the Marconi-Reisz
was in virtually universal use ,
continuing well into the 1930’s .

Condenser Microphones
Although much favoured in modern
t imes ,  on ly  the American Western
Electric condenser (electrostatic)
microphone saw BBC service early on,
being used in the Birmingham SIT
station from 1923 to 1926 .  It was not
widely popular, exhibiting marked
resonance at 3kHz and very suscep-
tible to  damp surroundings which
produced disturbing frying noises.

STC Moving Coil Type 4017
In about 1930, STC produced a
compact  moving coi l  microphone
type 4017 .  Overall performance was
excel lent ,  with coi l  resonances
damped by acoustic filtering
incorporated in the  mechanical
construction. The 4017  remained in
widespread use for some  twenty
years, up to about 1950.

STC Moving Coil Type 4021
In 1935, STC developed a variation on
their moving coil microphone, designed
to be used facing upwards and so
giving an omnidirectional response in
the horizontal plane. On top of the
spherical microphone was mounted a
circular disc screen to  equalise the
response at all angles in the vertical
plane. In a reference to  its physical
appearance, the 4021 was popularly

. known as the ‘apple and biscuit'.

RCA Ribbon Microphone
Being in effect a one-turn moving coil
device, a ribbon microphone retains
the advantages of the moving coil
principle. Furthermore the ribbon can
fairly easily be  made non-resonant
and its smaller dimensions ease the
problems of achieving constant
magnetic flux in the working area.

RCA had, in 1931 ,  produced a ribbon
microphone with excellent perform-
ance and with the advantage of a
figure-of-eight directional response.
This was very convenient for inter-
views and other productions where
artists could speak on either side of
the microphone; and the zero
response on each s ide  - of  the
instrument could advantageously be
used to reduce pick-up of unwanted
reverberant sound  reflected from
studio walls etc.

BBC Ribbon Microphones
The RCA ribbon microphone was very
expensive at £130  in 1931 ,  unattrac-
tive to a broadcaster who might need

dozens .  Accordingly the  BBC
undertook its own development,
based on  the  RCA concept ,  and  in
1934  came up  with the  Type A:
manufacture of this BBC design was
contracted to Marconi’s.
The Type A incorporated a duralumin
ribbon which proved too springy and
gave rise to excessive resonances. An
improved Type AX was therefore
evolved ,  with a pure  aluminium
ribbon only 30 micro inches thick and
corrugated to prevent edge curling
which would  have increased the
stiffness. The resonant frequency of
the ribbon was very low (about 2112)
giving no  ill effects throughout the
audio band.

In 1937 ,  the BBC produced a Type B
ribbon microphone  des ign  using
improved magnets, enabling a much
smaller overall size to be achieved,
much  apprec ia ted  for  out s ide
broadcast  work.  The  Type B was
adapted for use as  a c lose-distance
commentator’s lip microphone
designated L1: an improved version,
the L2, was produced in 1951.
A defect o f  the  AX was its
susceptibility to  interference from
studio mains wiring or other current-
carrying sources. A solution was
found in 1943 in the form of the Type
AXB with internal wiring balances to
secure cancel lat ion of externally
induced interference.
The final step in this evolutionary
series was the Type AXBT of 1944,
with improved Alcomax magnets
(aluminium.cobalt/nickel) in place of
the original cobalt/steel. Alcomax
gave twice the  flux density and hence
doubled the sensitivity.

The -A - AXBT series embodied an end
casing with a lining of plasticine to
avoid ringing, and an outer case with
silk lining to screen from draughts. The
very low impeden‘ce of the ribbon was
stepped up by a built-in transformer to
give 300!) output impedence.

The PGS ribbon microphone
The PGS (Pressure Gradient Single)
microphone was designed by the BBC
and manufactured by STC in 1952 as
type 4038. It was very much smaller
and  lighter than the  AXBT. but
retained the excellent performance of
its predecessor.

Conclusion
From the 1950’ s  onwards, many
excellent microphones became
available from "commercial firms,
including of course those for stereo
operation. The necessity for
specific design work for the BBC
thus passed.
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Receiver Techniques of
the 1920s .  Part 5
by Pat Leggatt

Economising In Valve and
Battery life

Wireless was an expensive pastime
in the early 1920’s. Not only were
valves and other components very
costly, but there were heavy
royalties levied on complete sets.

The Marconi Company exacted
royalty payments on  their valve
patents  at the  rate of  1.2/6cl per
valveholder in a set. Furthermore the
BBC was partly financed by  royalty
dues  amounting, in 1922/23,  to 7/6d
on  a crystal set, £1  on a l-valve Set,
£ l -15 -0  for a 2-valve  and  10/-  for
each  addit ional  valve:  these  BBC
royalties were approximately halved
in  1923 /24  after which  they  were
abolished.

With changing economic and social
conditions it is  not easy to evaluate
1920’s prices in terms of today’s
money; but multiplying by about 40
seems  a fair estimate and it i s
interesting to  l ook  at some  early
prices in this light.

Typically a crystal set would cost
£180 (including royalties of £15). A
2-valve set would be £480 (royalties
£120) ,  a 3—valve £530  (royalties
£165) ,  a 5-valve £1600  (royalties
£250)  and  a 7-valve 1926  luxury
superhet no less than £3200
(royalties £345). The quoted prices
usually excluded valves, batteries,
headphones  or  loudspeaker, which
added a fair bit more to the total bill.
These prices seem very high, but
perhaps one  should compare them
with what some people are prepared
to  spend on  hi-fi and home computer
equipment today.

So to save royalties and assembly
costs you built a set yourself. But in
1923  a valve would  cost anything
between £25 and £55, or even more
for a power type for driving a
loudspeaker. Headphones would set
you back about £66 a loudspeaker
£100and an HT battery £40.  Even a
humble grid leak resistor was more
than £4. 50  while you might have
bought  some  components  for your
set, you could well have made a
number of  them yourself such  as
coi ls ,  capacitors,  and  grid leaks,
using such material as. cardboard
cylinders from lavatory paper rolls,
silver paper from chocolate bars and
lead pencil marks on strips of paper.
There was even a suggestion in a
contemporary magazine that a grid

leak could be contrived by sticking
two wires “into the  uncleaned bowl of
a foul tobacco pipe”!

In view of such high prices, there was
every incentive to  economise  on
valves and battery drain. An attractive
possibility was to make one valve do
the  work o f  two, and reflex circuns
did  just that.  A quite  common
arrangement was for one valve to be
connected as an HF amplifier feeding
a second as leaky-grid detector with
reaction. The detector audio output
was coupled back to the grid of the
first valve which then doubled as an
LF output stage.  The  same reflex
configuration was sometimes used
with a crystal detector rather than a
valve, and the  Walters Electrical
Manufacturing Company in 1922
offered a l-valve reflexed HF/LF
amplifier unit as an add-on to their
crystal se t :  the  addit ion involved
connecting the crystal set to the valve
anode, so that the catswhisker knob
and other metal components were at
HT potential. But with only 60 volts
or so of HT, any careless handling
would presumably have resulted in no
more than an exhilarating tingle!
Reflexing was also  seen in a 1924
BTH 3-valve superhet (Fig 8 )  where

“‘ ‘5‘ 4-»
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Fig 8

the  [F  amplifier doubled  as audio
output stage: t en  ears later, rather
surprisingly, the  well  known round
Ekco AD65 of 1934 used an lF stage
reflexed in this way.
In addition to adjustment to avoid
instability, the filament rheostat could
be an aid to economy of valve and
battery life. Set owners were encour-
aged always to turn down the bright-
ness of their valve filaments (bright
emitters shining like lamps in the early
days) to  the minimum consistent with
satisfactory reception. This extended
the filament life and reduced the
frequency of trips to the local garage
for accumulator recharging.
Perhaps the most direct approach to
economy was to cut out some valves
altogether when not needed. Many
multi-valve sets of  the  early 1920 ' s
incorporated quite elaborate switch-
ing whereby one or more of the LP

stages cou ld  be  by-passed and  the
filaments switched off when a strong
signal was be ing  received and/or
headphone listening was acceptable.
The 3-valve Gecophone 3350 receiver
of 1923  is a good example, a switch
with no less than eleven contact pairs
enabling detector output to be routed
directly to the output terminals, or via
one LP stage, or via two.
Before leaving economy measures
one  should  ment ion the  German
Loewe multiple valve‘“. first intro-
duced in 1926  (Fig 9) .  Of these, the
3N (Nieder Frequenz = l ow
frequency) contained three triodes in
a single glass envelope together with

3NF

D,. 31‘ H
l _.

._
.r

Fig 9

the necessary coupling components
to form a complete R-C coupled
three—stage amplifier. The first triode
was biased to  act as an anode bend
detector and only an external tuned
circuit was required to make a
complete  receiver: the  third triode
was a lower impedance power output
stage. Another original Loewe
multiple valve was the '2HF (Hoch
Frequenz = high frequency),  two
space-charge te trodes  - not  screen
grids - and coupling components
forming an  HF amplifier. The  3NF
and 2HF constituted the first elec-
tronic integrated circuits, although
not quite comparable with today’s
microchips!

These multiple valves did not really
economise  in number of  valves or
battery drain; but  at 25/3d (£10 .10  in
today’s  money)  they were l e s s
expensive than the  equivalent
separate valves and components, and
were certainly economical  of space.
They went through a number of
transformations, including indirectly
heated  mains  vers ions  in  1931 ,  but
were not very popular in England on-
‘too many eggs in one basket’
grounds:  if one fi lament fai led the
whole device was useless, although
Loewe d id  offer a cheap fi lament
replacement service.
References:
7. Gerald F.J.Tyne: “Saga of the Vacuum Tube”
page 446: Howard W.Sam & Co. Indianapolis
1 977. Popular Wireless 3/11/28: Wireless World
16/1/29 & 21/8/29.
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Museum in
a jungle
The West Regional
Transmitting Station — a 60th
anniversary celebration

by Nei l  Wilson

Following the 60th anniversary of
Broadcasting House in 1992  the
anniversary of another BBC
building will be celebrated in 1993
when the transmitting stat ion at
Washford Cross in Somerset will
also have been in  operation for 60
years.

Part of the Washford Transmitting
Station and gardens has, for a little
over three years now, been inhabited
by reptiles, spiders and all manner of
other creatures and plants from the
tropical jungles of the world. No, this
is not a breeding colony for “The
Living Planet" spin-offs by BBC
Enterprises but an independent
venture known as “Tropiquaria”.

To mark the 60th anniversary
“Tropiquaria” is currently preparing
an exhibition which will be  open to
the public from next Easter until the
end of October.

The aim is to chart the development
of the BBC’s “Regional Scheme" with
particular referenge to the history and
technology of the  Washford Station
(built as The west Regional Station),
and to  give some idea of the impact
that it must have had on the
inhabitants o f  the South West and
Wales when it replaced the  much
smaller  Cardiff and  Swansea
transmitters in May 1933 .  The
emphas i s  will be  very much  on
accurate historical and  technical
information but at the same time it is
intended that all levels of interest will
be  catered for. If the exhibition is
sufficiently well supported it is hoped
that a permanent  museum can be
established.

As well  as i tems from my own
wireless  co l lect ion  to  illustrate
development from the listeners’ point
of view, the exhibition will include
photographs,  f i lms, diagrams and
pieces of equipment from the old,  and
the new, transmitters, but I still need
more!  So  if any  readers have any
photographs and/or articles of
memorabilia relating to the Washford

A 500ft most at Washjord Cross, 1933.

Station or, indeed, to  any of the early
RegiOnal Stations that they would be
willing to sell or loan to me i would
be very pleased to hear from them.

For those of you who have yet to visit
“Tropiquaria”, a little background
information may be of  interest.
Although half of the grade 2 listed
building still operates as a high-power
MF transmitting station for Radios
One and Wales and a TV relay for
local villages, since 1983 the rest of
the building has no longer been
needed by the BBC. The old
Transmitter Hall has been converted
into an indoor jungle where visitors
may see colourful free-flying birds
and encounter  various creepy-
crawlies (all safely behind glass,
although braver visitors have the
opportunity to handle snakes and
tarantulas if they so wish!). The Crypt

BBC Photo

houses an aquarium of exotic fish,  the
Garage a puppet theatre and the
gardens  conta in  av iar i e s ,  Lemurs ,
Coati, picnic areas and an  adventure
playground. So  there is  plenty to keep
the whole family entertained.

The 1993  admission charges for the
whole of “Tropiquaria” will be £3.25
for adults and £1 .75  for children with
reductions for OAP's and groups.

Complimentary tickets are available
for anyone  ab le  to  he lp  out  with
photos ,  equipment  etc!  And,  of
course, any expenses incurred will be
refunded.

Neil Wilson is Technical Director of
Tropiquaria. His address is: Washford
Cross, Watcher, Somerset TA23 OJX.
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Letter:

from Alan Douglas, USA

The Lost Cord - 1

Regarding Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall’s
ar t i c l e  in  Bul le t in  Vo l .  17  no .5 ,
page 57 :

Hav ing  gone  through some of  the
same  problems in fool ing 120  volt
halogen lamps into running on 240V,
1 can make a few comments:

It’s actually quite simple to figure out
what i s  happening,  as  long  as the
correct answer is known in advance.
And we do know the answer, namely,
that 340 ohms in series makes the
voltage come out properly, for a radio
drawing .15 amperes.

The original premise i s  precisely
correct: a diode in series gives half of
the power. Knowing that, we know
that the output voltage must be .707
of 240V (then the current will also be
.707 times the original current, and
P = Exl  = .707 x .707 = .5). .707 x
240V = 170V. Then the dropping
resistor must take 170  - 120 = 50V,
and 50V .15A = 333 ohms. Not bad.
Power diss ipation in the  resistor i s
50V x .15A = 7 .5  watts. not bad
either, for a guess of “6 to. 8.”

Now that is what is really happening,
but what the ordinary voltmeter will
tell  u s  i s  another matter! Most
voltmeters,  while calibrated in rms,
actually measure average or peak
vol tage .  That’s f ine for s ine  waves,
but useless for the present purpose.
For a quick example, I set up a half-
wave rectifier feeding a load resistor,
and adjusted the load voltage to 15V
as measured with‘ a thermocouple
voltmeter (which by definition
responds only to the heating or rms
value) .  My S impson  260 ,  a very
popular analog instrument, read 10V!

Matching the brilliance of a dial lamp
to  another running on  a measured
s ine  wave is  a s imple ,  and rather
elegant ,  so lut ion to  the  problem,
requiring a minimum of  test
equipment. The only bone 1 can pick
with the  author, i s  that the l ine
voltage here in the  States has not
been 117V for at least twenty years;
the official standard is 120V. The line
voltage in my home is in fact 123V,
and  has been for as  long  as  I can
remember.
Alan Douglas
Box 225
Pocasset, MA 02559 USA

Letter:

from Roy Morton

The Lost Cord - 2

The rms value o f  a half-wave-
rectified sine wave is half the peak
value:

i.e. Vrms = 2 peak

Hence for 240 V R.M.S.  AC supply
we obtain

Vrms = aggx  1 .414

= 169.68 V"... = 170 V"...

For a 117V receiver we have to drop
53V with a resistor. For 0 .15A heaters
we obtain

_5_3_ = Q
0.15 3'53—

which agrees closely with the
experimental value obtained.

This calculation neglects the voltage
drop across the diodes which will be
about 1.2V for silicon.

Reference: Fourier Waveform analysis. Reference
Data for Radio Engineer 4th Ed. page 1023 by
International  Telephone 8: Telegraph
Corporation.

Letter:

from Eliot Levin

The Lost Cord -— 3

It may be useful to draw together
various points concerning the use
of capacitors to replace ballast.
resistors.

With a capacitor the initial switch-on
can be almost three times the  rms
value .  The thermal shock to  a
filament could be damaging.

A halfwave recitifier halves the power.
only in a resistor of fixed value. In the
case of a tungsten filament or heater
this is not so. The two principal
relevant phenomena are:

(i) Resistance rises with temperature
and (ii) heat loss by radiation rises
with temperature. These two-effects

. do  not match and  the  nett result  i s
that at around half current filaments
run considerably hotter then
expected. The effect is not due to
thermal inertia as a glance at a lamp
bulb supplied via a rectifier will
confirm. Under-running will greatly
prolong the life of a lamp bulb but at

a cost of efficiency. Over-running will
drastically curtail life.

A valve heater should be  run within
5% of  rated va lue  and  preferably
below rather than above. Capacitors
as substitutes for ballast resistors are
‘environmentally friendly’ as  they
resul t  in  a reduc t ion  o f  greenhouse
gases but how many capacitors in sets
occasionally used would equate to a
car engine left running needlessly for
half a minute.

As for authenticity, I would not mark
down a set’ in  which  a transformer
was substituted on grounds of safety
and  tastefully fitted (output
transformers likewise) but the Green
Movement would approve only if an
unwanted existing transformer were
used.

Letter:

from Jeffrey Borin

The Lost Cord -— 4

Geoffrey Dixon-Natal!  has  fa l l en
into an old trap with his suggestion
for using a diode as a voltage
dropper. The method i s  quite
satisfactory but the theory is  no t
quite as he  states.

Putting a d iode  in ser ies  with the
heater chain will allow current to flow
for half the ”time. Thus the heaters will
run at half" power, not half voltage as
he states. Since power is proportional
to  the square of voltage the  effective
voltage applied to the heaters is 240/
\12 or just under 170V. This leaves a
further 50V to  be  dropped with a
resistor for a 120V heater chain. Thus
a 150mA chain will need  a 333
component rated at 7.5“]. A 2.3uF (in
practice 2.2uF) capacitor would
perform the entire dropping job with
no heat dissipation.

The pulsating DC from the diode
dropper cannot be checked with an
Avo which measures mean vol tage
with an rms correction for a pure sine
wave. True rms instruments will give
the right answer but they tend to  be
expensive.

Continued on next page >
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Comment  from Geoffrey Dixon-
Nuttal l:  I am glad tha t  my article
has produced further information.
Messrs.  Morton and Borin have
produced a theoretical base, which
l am pleased to note confirms my
own  figures.

I agree that  there is nothing wrong
with the series capacitor approach,
but if you are going to fig a resistor
anyway to supply the HT. the diode
is  cheaper and  takes less space.
Maplin quote £1 .28  per microfarad
for 250 AC.  volt capacitors, but a
diode is 6p.
Nobody has  commented on  my
danger in stating that there is a pulse
every 1/50th of a second with 1/50th
of nothing thereafter. There is of
course a pulse lasting 0.01 of a
second ,  fol lowed by 0 .01  of zero,
although this does not affect the
issue.

Letter:

Wattless Droppers

from Bill Williams

The point about the bleeder
resistor i s  a good one.  Some a.c.
rated capacitors  have a bui l t  in
bleeder.

A surge  suppressor  is  a smal l
refinement but i s  unnecessary.  The
switch on surge is principally due  to
the value filament cold resistance
being a small fraction of the hot
resistance. This surge is much worse
when the filaments are powered from
a transformer when the initial current
may be four times the running current
but this causes no problems.

1 measured a type 304 barretter at
809 cold .A 4uF capacitor having a
reactance  of  8009 will give the
filament a much gentler awakening.
There is another initial surge with
transformers or  capacitor droppers
which depends upon the instant in the
mains cycle at which the switch
closes. Valves have been surviving
this for at least 60  years.

1 cons idered the  capacitor dropper
only in series with the  filament. The
rectifier passes undirectional current
which cannot flow continuously in a
ser ies  capacitor hence  Mr. Dixon-
Nuttalls reduced HT. The missing
volts are across the dropper capacitor
which  now has a dc  b ias .  I was
interested to  hear that there was a
commercial  radio produced with a
capacitor dropper (Dave Adams)

On the subject of safety. I agree that
l ive chassis  radios  are nasty things
and I haven’t any in my collection for
that reason. However, they represent
a large fraction of all valve radios and
I think that they are all right for
consenting adults in private so  long
as  they  know what they  are do ing .
Selling them to the general public is
another matter.

As Mr. Adams points out an isolating
transformer doesn’t help if you
connect more than one radio at a
time and touch one with each hand so
I say keep one hand in your pocket-

Book Review

by Andrew Emmerson
Editor of the “405 Alive" magazine, author of
“Old Telephones” (Shire iSBN 0 85263
7810)  and  former Edi tor  for The
Telecommunications Heritage Group.

“Bakelite, an illustrated Guide to Collectible
Bake l i t e  Objects" ,  by Patr i ck  Cook 'and
Catherine Slessor. with contributions from
Gad Sassower. The Apple Press, 1992 .  lSBN
1-85076-220-1.128 pages, hardback. £12.95.

This book epitomises all that’s good
and all that’s bad in publishing today.
The quality of photography and
printing are superb; the text is poorly
researched, superficial and downright
misleading. [t has also been nowhere
near an editor -— the  jacket talks of
collectible objects, the title page of
collectable ones!

Although the book is entitled “An
illustrated guide to collectible booklet
objects”,  the  vast majority of  the
items included are not bakelite. The
authors do not go deeply into plastics
technology and reinforce the
mistaken impression that any  hard
thermoset plastic is bakelite. Does
this matter? Probably not if you are
happy to call all road rollers “steam
rollers” or  al l  gas holders
“gasometers”. Pedants like me cringe
when they see common
misconceptions perpetuated in
reference books.

in the telephone section, the Ericofon
is mis-spelled, the GPO model
numbers are hopelessly mistaken, a
Belgian phone is called French and
the story of the first booklet
telephones in Europe is utter drivel.
On one page the book says booklet
telephones first appeared in Europe in
1931 ,  yet two pages earlier it shows a

British “booklet" phone  of  1929 .  It
attributes a Swedish design to
Holland and  complete ly  ignores
British products  of  several years
earlier. No doubt this is because the
authors rushed to  get the book out in
time for Christmas!

To be charitable, it may just be  that l
have found the only mistakes in the
whole  book;  even so ,  the  authors
would have been more honest it they
admitted where they were unsure of
their facts.  As it is, the  book  i s
presented as a definitive statement on
the  subject and most readers would
accept their words as the gospel truth.

The section on televisions shows only
two models: one might have expected
to see pictures of the CBC models or
the  many American bakelite TVs of
the  period.  At least it's n i ce  to  s ee
that their W12  has a cracked cabinet
on  the  right-hand s ide ,  just like
virtually every other example (there
must be a stress fault in the design!).
The DAC90 radio illustrated is  in fact
a DAC90A sure, l’m nit-picking but
so  will people who pay out good
money for a book like this. They
expect to learn from it.

In a col lector’s  book like this,  we
might have expected to see some idea
of relative values of items (this will,
after all, interest many collectorsi or
reference to collectors' organisations
like the Bakelite Museum Society, the
British Vintage Wireless Society or the
Telecommunications Heritage Group.
The mistakes in the text suggest the
authors have never even heard of
them, far less consulted them. Neither
i s  there  a book  list (Sylvia Katz's
modestly priced Shire Album on
“Early Plastics" is very informative
and excellent value — it would have
been n ice  to  credit her with writing
the  first book that made the subject
accessible). A register of museums
special is ing in this  kind of  object
(such as  London’s Des ign Museum
would have been helpful too.

Let’s end on a cheerful note. This
book is good value for money and a
delight to look at. Just don’t bother to
read the text - get Sylvia Katz’s book
instead, it will only cost you £1 .75 .

The book is available by mail order (post and
packing £2.50 extra) from Robert Homes. 63
Manor Road, London, N17  OJ They come well
packed, with corrugated cardboard to protect
comers from being bumped, by the way. if only
all booksellers packed books like this.
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from a 1932 publication


